The clinical diagnosis of atherosclerosis via the measurement of stenosis size is widely 22 acknowledged as an imperfect criterion. The vulnerability of an atherosclerotic plaque to 23 rupture is associated with its mechanical properties. The potential to image these mechanical 24 properties using magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) was investigated through synthetic 25
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An image of the steady state wave propagation, equivalent to the first harmonic, can be 27 extracted directly from finite element analysis. Inversion of this displacement data yields a 28 map of the shear modulus, known as an elastogram. The variation of plaque composition, 29 stenosis size, Gaussian noise, filter thresholds and excitation frequency were explored. 30
A decreasing mean shear modulus with an increasing lipid composition was identified 31 through all stenosis sizes. However the inversion algorithm showed sensitivity to parameter 32 variation leading to artefacts which disrupted both the elastograms and quantitative trends. As 33 noise was increased up to a realistic level, the contrast was maintained between the fully 34 fibrous and lipid plaques but lost between the interim compositions. Although incorporating a 35
Butterworth filter improved the performance of the algorithm, restrictive filter thresholds 36 resulted in a reduction of the sensitivity of the algorithm to composition and noise variation. 37
Increasing the excitation frequency improved the techniques ability to image the magnitude 38 of the shear modulus and identify a contrast between compositions. 39
In conclusion, whilst the technique has the potential to image the shear modulus of 40 atherosclerotic plaques, future research will require the integration of a heterogeneous 41 inversion algorithm. 42 43
Introduction 44
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) were responsible for 31% of global mortalities in 2011 45 (Mendis et al., 2011) . The root cause of the majority these deaths was atherosclerosis (Go et 46 al., 2014) . The pathogenesis of atherosclerosis is complex. The primary manifestation of 47
The viscoelastic properties of human arteries were taken from the most applicable research 138 available; these are summarised in Table 2. The material properties for the healthy and  139 diseased arterial wall, excluding the fibrous cap and lipid pool, were taken from the Neo-140
Hookean hyperelastic model outlined by Holzapfel et al. (2002) . This constitutive model 141 behaves like an elastic solid under small deformations (Bower, 2010) . For these tissues the 142 viscoelasticity was modelled using the Voigt model (Eq. 5 -7). The shear viscosity was fixed 143 at 80Pas (Valdez-Jasso et al., 2011). 144
The surrounding tissue was given the viscoelastic properties of muscle (Klatt et al., 2010) . 
Equations (11) and (12) define the Voigt and Maxwell model in terms of the loss angle,  .
154
Under small oscillatory loads, the loss angle describes the response of a viscoelastic material. 155
The loss angle is defined as the arctangent of the loss to storage modulus (Fulcher et al., 156 2009). When the stress and strain are in phase, the material response is purely elastic and the 157 loss angle is  0 (Barnes et al., 1989) . When the stress and strain are out of phase, the material 158 response in purely viscous and the loss angle is  90 (Barnes et al., 1989) . 159
The Voigt model has shown a good correlation to in-vivo arterial pressure-area dynamics 160 
Inversion Algorithm 173
The displacement was extracted using a pixel size of 1mm 2 through an imaging plane parallel 174
to the X and Y axes. The displacement was averaged over a 2mm slice thickness, centred on 175 the plaque, synonymous to an MRI voxel. Noise was added to the simulated data using the 176 method outlined by Miller et al. (2015) . The standard deviation of the signal signal  , was 177 calculated using the real and imaginary wave amplitudes through the ROI. The distribution 178 was modelled as Gaussian with a zero mean and standard deviation, . This low amplitude combined with a 2mm element edge 257 and voxel of resolution 1mm 2 x 2mm generated a discretisation error which followed through 258 to errors in the shear moduli. 259
The degradation of the results of Table 3 and Fig. 4a with increasing noise stems from the 260 disruption in the clarity of the wave gradients and hence the ability of the algorithm to 261 calculate the shear modulus. Noise, increases step changes in the wave displacement and 262 hence exasperates the artefacts. This conclusion is supported by the increase in standard 263 deviation with noise, relative to the mean, for the majority of compositions in Table 3 . 264
13
The Butterworth filter smooths out noise and compression wave components. Under pure 265 shear excitation, MRE through an incompressible medium allows compressional effects to be 266 neglected (Mariappan et al., 2010) . In this simulated study the only interference with the 267 shear wave propagation are refracted and reflected waves, therefore noise was the dominant 268 component to be filtered. 269
The juxtaposition between the fact that filters smooth the data and therefore improve the 270 function of the inversion algorithm, and the fact the essence of this study lies in identifying 271 the difference in wave behaviour between the heterogeneous compositions, results in an 272 oxymoron. Thomas-Seale (2015) varied the thresholds through their full range and concluded 273 that over filtering of the wave images, through this heterogeneous application, can manipulate 274 the results. The filter thresholds could be optimised to this application and each frequency, 275 however even under these idealised conditions, the inversion algorithm is ill-suited to this 276 highly heterogeneous application. Attempting to improve its function by filtering also 277 smooths the essential contrast between compositions; this is shown in Fig. 4b . limitation of the method applied in this research (Miller et al., 2015) , is that the standard 301 deviation, and hence noise level, changes with composition and frequency. 302
Conclusion 303
Simulated MRE through atherosclerotic plaques has allowed preliminary analysis of the 304 technique. A contrast between plaque composition and size was identified through the mean 305 shear modulus. However the inversion algorithm was sensitive to parameter variation and 306 constrained by the limitations of the discrete, noisy and heterogeneous data in this study. 307
Whilst filtering improved its accuracy, narrow filter thresholds also reduced the essential 308 contrast between the compositions. An increase in frequency, improved the resolution of the 309 technique in terms of magnitude and contrast. An inversion algorithm applicable to 310 heterogeneous tissue is required to continue this research. 311 312 519   Table 1 
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